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Yuchun. a talented prose writer in the history of modern Chinese
literature. Liang Yuchun's early life is unknown. we only know
that he is Fujian Minhou. born in 1906 in a family of intellectuals.
his childhood reading. Peking University in 1924 into the
Department of English Postgraduate. went to Jinan University in
Shanghai to teach after graduation in the fall of 1928. the
following year to return to the Peking University Library the 1932
acute scarlet fever dye sudden died. His life only experienced for
27 years. Liang Yuchun while studying at the university. began
translating the works of Western literature. and writing prose
and chief signed Liang Yuchun. not the Department autumn
heart. Yu Cong. Ai first-class. His translation as many as twenty
or thirty species. mostly British. but...
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going to like the way the author publish this pdf.
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I actually started o looking over this pdf. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
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